Master Blend Blitz HD Concentrate

M0449065

Environmentally friendly product that contains the active ingredient Hydrogen Peroxide. Performs
as well as products containing bleach and safer than restroom cleaners containing aggressive
acids. Versatile enough to go from grout brightening to carpet spotting.
Where To Use
Schools
Office Buildings
Nursing Homes
Carpet Cleaning
Ceramic Tile
Health Clubs
Restaurants Shower
Rooms
		
		
Dilution
1-2 oz per gallon depending on soil load.

WALL MOUNT UNIT
#HYDSP3066

PORTABLE UNIT
#SL1SGAP

Optional Equipment
5 PRODUCT RACK
#ACP627
STANDARD FOAMER
#DEMA52339
PREMIUM FOAMER
#DEMA52336

Hotels
Grout Lines
Soap Scum removal
Mold Removal
Mildew Removal

Directions
Read the entire label before use. This product contains an oxidizer and powerful cleaning agents.
Test in an inconspicuous area before use.
Spray and wipe applications
Dilute into a spray bottle or pail according to the chart above.
Spray onto surface or directly onto cloth or sponge and wipe surface clean.
For mildew and other tough soils on hard surfaces, thoroughly wet the soiled area and let set for 5
minutes. Agitate if necessary, then wipe clean.
For carpets and upholstery, wet the soiled area and blot with a clean dry towel. Rinse the area with
water after use.
For glass and Plexiglas: Follow the dilution directions above. Spray onto surface or directly onto
cloth or sponge and wipe surface clean.
Mop and Bucket Applications
Dust mop floor prior to cleaning. Remove any gum or other foreign material. Dilute product according
to directions above into a bucket. Using a clean mop apply the solution to the floor. Wring mop out
and pick up excess solution. Rinsing is not necessary. Buffing with a white pad will enhance the
shine. When solution becomes dirty, a new mixture should be made.
Automatic Scrubbing
Dust mop floor prior to cleaning. Remove any gum or other foreign material. Dilute product according
to directions above into an automatic scrubbing machine. Pick up excess solution. Rinsing is not
necessary. Buffing with a white pad will enhance the shine.
Carpet Extraction
Pre test carpet for color-fastness. Apply diluted solution to an inconspicuous spot and wipe with
a white cloth. If no bleeding occurs, proceed with extraction. Remove furniture when possible.
Vacuum carpet completely. This product can be used as a prespot to remove stains and stubborn
soil. Dilute product according to directions above into the extractor tank, and extract entire carpet
area. Do not over wet carpet. After extraction, pile can be restored using a deck brush or pile rake.
Stay off carpet until dry.

Technical Specifications

COLOR: ............ Yellow Orange VISCOSITY: . .................Water Thin
FORM: . ............. Liquid
STORAGE(Unopened):...1 Year
SCENT: . ............ Citrus
BIODEGRADABLE: ....Yes
pH: ..................... <4
WEIGHT/GAL: .............8.5 lbs
FLASH POINT: .None
SHIPPING CLASS: . .....None
FOAM: .............. Low
PACKAGING: ...............6x64 oz
TYPE:.................. Hydrogen Peroxide All Purpose Cleaner
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